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“We need more advanced 
analytics.”
So you just implemented Workday and you 
are looking for ways to maximize your 
investment. Your organization selected 
Workday because of its great analytics 
capabilities and you want the end users of 
your ERP to self-serve using the delivered 
tools. Your leadership team is asking for more 
advanced analytics from your HR and finance 
systems and they want to leverage Workday 
to create a competitive advantage in the 
market. But how do you get started? A 
number of questions might immediately arise 
including: 

• What are analytics and what does Workday 
provide “out of box”? How do I get started 
with leveraging them?

• What if my end users need data that does 
not reside in Workday to do their work but 
want to commingle it with other data 
sources? 

• How do I know if we are adopting and 
utilizing Workday to its fullest potential? 
How do we relate to what other 
organizations are doing?

We’ll start with the basics and guide you 
through what you need to know. 

First up... what are analytics?
Let’s start with a working definition of 
analytics. We like this one: Analytics often 
involves studying past historical data to 
research potential trends, to analyze the 
effects of certain decisions or events, or to 
evaluate the performance of a given tool or 
scenario. The goal of analytics is to improve 
the business by gaining knowledge which can 
be used to make improvements or changes1.

Immediately after going live, you may have 
lots of questions on how to build a solid 
analytics strategy and approach. Sometimes a 
hardening of business processes and 
supporting procedures is needed before you 
can get started on your analytics journey but it 
may not be required.

An analytics journey is a term used by 
organizations to define their efforts at 
leveraging data to further their business goals. 
This journey has been visualized and discussed 
in different ways. It has evolved dramatically 
over time as technology has bounded forward.  
It speaks to the evolution of an organization’s 
analytics needs and sophistication as it looks 
to leverage data to provide it a competitive 
advantage.  More recently the narrative speaks 
to a progression from descriptive analytics 
(“what happened?”) to prescriptive analytics 
(“what action should I take?”).  Once able to 
leverage prescriptive analytics an organization 
can adopt systems that can take action on 
your behalf through machine learning, also 
referred to as cognitive analytics.

1. Analytics, Business Dictionary (Figures 1 & 2)

2. “Gartner Says Advanced Analytics Is a Top 
Business Priority”, Gartner, October 2014 

3. “Predictive Analytics”, Caserta Concepts, 
Zementis and FICO, June 2015

Workday leverages some of these same 
concepts and terminology when describing 
their functionality. But where they differentiate 
themselves from the pack is in their tooling. 
Workday does not require advanced analytics 

Figure 1: The progression of data for decision support2

Figure 2: The relationship between analytics needs, costs 
and organizational maturity3
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be set up after some level of reporting and 
metrics development proficiencies have been 
met. It allows you to start building once you’ve 
established what is needed. It also addresses 
many of the main pain points associated with 
analytics because the functionality is self-
contained in one system. Security, tooling and 
delivery of information are all managed in the 
same system, unlike other enterprise data 
delivery products. If you are just getting 
started you have the ability to take advantage 
of Workday’s advanced analytics tooling from 
the get go. The below diagram provides a 
summary of currently available tools in 
Workday. (Figure 3) 

Here’s a rundown of Workday’s Core Analytics 
definitions.

• Reporting – Workday has over 3,000 
delivered reports and allows end users to 
create very powerful custom reports. These 
reports manage the data rendered based on 
existing security.  For example, your team 
can only see data in reports that they have 
access to using the user interface (UI).

 – Dashboards – are a way to deliver 
graphical interfaces with and drill through 
capabilities.  When you are logged into 
Workday you can click on the 

“Dashboards” worklet from your home 
page and be taken to a section where you 
can see visualizations as represented 
above.

 – Scorecards – can be custom or delivered 
by Workday and allow an individual to 
configure a graph with Workday delivered 
metrics. Metrics are predefined and 
optimized calculated fields provided by 
Workday. You will like these because they 

do the hard work for you. Scorecards 
allow you to create your own security so 
that individuals in your organization can 
see the same aggregated data and have it 
published to a dashboard regardless of 
their Workday UI security span of control.

 – Benchmarking – also known as Data as a 
Service or DAAS. This is an opt in service 
provided by Workday that gives you 
access to Workday’s vast client base to do 
comparative analytics with your 
organization against aggregated data.  

• Ad Hoc Modeling – Excel like worksheet 
functionality that allows users to develop 
advanced reports and analytics while 
collaborating real time with other users on 
the same worksheet. This is being rolled out 
slowly to some beta clients, with the list 
expanding with each Workday release. You 
do not have to have Workday Financial 
Management to leverage worksheets and 
there is no additional cost.

• Machine Learning – Retention Risk and 
Customer Collections are Workday provided 
analytics solutions that provide 
visualizations that trend your worker data to 
predict outcomes. Think predictive analytics 
as shown in figure 1 above. This is a 
complimentary service but requires you to 
have at least 18 months’ worth of 
termination, compensation, talent and 
performance data for it to work. You should 
turn this on if you haven’t and provide your 
Workday Customer Success Manager (CSM) 
with feedback as they are looking to evolve 
the product.

Taking the first step.
We have built hundreds (maybe even 
thousands) of custom reports and 
dashboards for our clients over the years. 
From these experiences we have formulated 
an approach to reporting that we believe 
would be beneficial to any Workday client.  

“Just start”. Start a conversation with one or 
two business owners about their strategic 
priorities and how data can support them. 
Pick one or two reports you feel you can be 
successful at and publish them as dashboards.

Sometimes your users know they want 
dashboards turned on but need guidance on 
what would make the most sense for them. 
Through many conversations with Line of

Figure 3: Existing insights from Workday Core Analytics2
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Business (LOB) managers, CIOs, HRIT 
managers, HR managers and more, we’ve 
uncovered three keys to successfully 
achieving adoption of reports and 
dashboards.

1. Briefly pre-meet with your audience to 
understand their potential pain points. 
Don’t ask “what reports do you need?” but 

“what problems are you trying to solve and 
how can Workday data potentially help?”.  

2. Develop some dashboards for them prior 
to a meeting to discuss report 
requirements. This will provide a framing 
for the discussion. You can build out a few 
reports, allow your stakeholders to choose 
which ones they like and then install those 
dashboards to support further discussion 
on how they would like them personalized.  

3. Be knowledgeable about how each 
Workday solution works and the 
limitations of each. This can take time to 
learn. However, Workday offers numerous 
delivered reports and tools to isolate the 
best delivered reports. You can run the 
‘Standard Reports Enabled as Worklets’ 
report in your Workday tenant to 
determine the best standard reports to 
copy based on your requirements. Once 
copied, you can edit them to meet your 
needs and then publish them as 
dashboards.  

We highly recommend that you review this 
Workday Community posting hosted by 
Kristin Vonheeder from Workday. It provides 
great commentary on how to start a 
dashboard conversation and tactics for initial 
builds. (Figure 4)

What if my end users need data 
that does not reside in Workday?
Workday Prism Analytics, represented in 
figure 4, is a buy up service from Workday 
that leverages a sophisticated architecture 
which integrates external data with your 
Workday transactional data, creating 
reportable objects in Workday.  

In Workday 30, Workday Prism Analytics will 
be adding a new self-service user interface 
called “Data Discovery” that will allow for 
more dynamic and interactive exploration of 
data. Think Tableau or PowerBI visualization 
development tools. These visualizations can 
then be exported as reports that leverage the 
same Workday security you use today.  
(Figure 5)

How can companies use this tool? 

At Alight we have a global call center support 
for HR, Payroll and Benefits clients across 
multiple ERP platforms. In the past we have 
taken an external data feed from our CRM 
tools (call tracking and case management 
tools) and loaded them it into Workday Prism 
Analytics.  We were then able to integrate this 
data with Workday data and look for trends 
between call volumes by client, individual 
performance ratings, seniority, overtime 
utilization, leave of absence and attrition 
information.  It was very powerful for us to 
identify where our large volume clients were 
and whether we had training, management or 
process gaps to resolve. It also helped us to 
predict where the next volume spikes would

Figure 4: Workday big picture

Figure 5: Migration from Workday reporting to data 
discovery

https://community.workday.com/articles/262890
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be and allowed us to quickly shift staff 
proactively to support.

Secondly, end users are smart. Sometimes too 
smart. If you don’t provide a facility for 
integrating data they will build it themselves. 
This means potentially sensitive Workday 
data being commingled with your business 
data on local desktops and one-off databases 
which is a data security officer’s nightmare.  
Providing users access to the external data 
they need in Workday allows you to manage 
these smart people and provide a state of the 
art, highly interactive user interface for them 
to make effective predictive models and 
advanced visualizations.

How do I know if we are adopting 
and utilizing Workday to its 
fullest potential? How do we 
relate to what other 
organizations are doing in the 
market?
Workday has a couple ways to help with these 
questions:

Workday provides data source and a suite of 
reports you can leverage to make sure you 
are getting the adoption levels you want – 
Workday Usage Metrics (WUM). You can start 
by reviewing custom report creations and 
runs so you can determine adoption rates. 
There may also be a number of other data 
points that your team may find useful as you 
try to build your analytics approach.  

This WUM data is very powerful to helping 
you understand how you relate to others on 
adoption, build out your road map and plan 
for feature adoption. WUM data will be very 
helpful for you as you look to take on more 
Workday functionality and provide you with 
the data that helps you demonstrate ROI on 
your Workday investment.

Secondly, Workday Benchmarking also known 
as Data As A Service (DAAS) allows you to 
create reports and visualizations you can 
then deliver to your user base. DAAS will also 
help you answer the questions from 
leadership around “how do we compare to 
the market?”. There is no cost to the service 
and all you need to do is opt in and do some 
minor configurations to have your data 
correctly integrated and aggregated. Other 
Workday customers will not be able to tie 
data back to your organization and your 
company will not be listed as a contributor to 
the data in Workday communications. 
(Figures 6, 7 & 8)

Figure 6: How Workday Benchmarking works

Figure 7: Workday 29 Benchmarks introduced

Figure 8: Workday 29+/30 Benchmarks introduced
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http://community.workday.com/articles/329720
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Wrapping up
Workday offers an array of tools to solve for 
your analytics needs. “Just start” is the key to 
kicking off your analytics journey. Pick a LOB 
you can partner with and develop a small 
group of dashboards you are comfortable 
delivering. Then let your inventory and 
proficiency gradually grow. We’ve provided a 
grid below from Workday that pulls together 
those tools and if you haven’t already, check 
out this video from Workday Rising that dives 
into dashboards. (Figure 9)

Looking for more information? We’d be happy 
to provide you with complimentary assets to 
kick start your Workday Analytics journey, 
including:

• Custom dashboards to help with your 
conversations with your stakeholders

• List of standard delivered reports we 
recommend newly live customers leverage 

• List of custom operational reports that we 
developed based on customers we support 

• List of some custom dashboards that 
support and galvanize a conversation 
around analytics 

If you are interested in these tools, please 
contact us at workday.solutions@alight.com. 

About Alight Solutions 
As the leading provider of benefits 
administration and cloud-based 
HR and financial solutions, we 
enhance work and life through our 
service, technology and data. Our 
dedicated colleagues across 14 
global centers deliver an unrivaled 
consumer experience for our 
clients and their people. We are 
Alight. Reimagining how people 
and organizations thrive. 

alight.com 
©2018 Alight Solutions

Figure 9: Planning, reporting and analytics
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